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NEW QUESTION: 1
A customer with no in-house IT supports needs to implement a
solution that includes a relational database, industry leading
security, standards based Internet technology, networking and
storage management capabilities.
Which operating system will satisfy the customer's requirement?
A. AIX
B. Linux
C. Windows
D. IBM i
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation
Reference
http://www-01.ibm.com/common/ssi/cgi-bin/ssialias?infotype=OC
&amp; subtype=NA&amp;htmlfid=897/ENUS5770-SS1

NEW QUESTION: 2
You are the project manager of the PFO project. You are working
with your project team members and two subject matter experts
to assess the identified risk events in the project. Which of
the following approaches is the best to assess the risk events
in the project?
A. Root cause analysis
B. Determination of the true cost of the risk event
C. Explanation:
Risk probability and assessment is completed through interviews
and meetings with the
participants that are most familiar with the risk events, the
project work, or have other information
that can help determine the affect of the risk.
D. Probability and Impact Matrix
E. is incorrect. The probability and impact matrix is a tool
and technique to prioritize the
risk events, but it's not the best answer for assessing risk
events within the project.
F. Interviews or meetings
G. is incorrect. The true cost of the risk event is not a
qualitative risk assessment approach.
It is often done during the quantitative risk analysis process.
Answer: F
Explanation:
is incorrect. Root cause analysis is a risk identification
technique, not a qualitative
assessment tool.

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which statement is true about both stateful session beans and
stateless session beans?
A. Any bean instance must be able to handle concurrent
invocations from different threads.
B. The container passivates and actives them using methods
annotated with @PrePassivate and @PostActivate annotations.
C. A bean with bean-managed transactions must commit or roll
back any transaction before returning from a business method.
D. Bean instance are NOT required to survive container crashes.
Answer: C,D
Explanation:
Note:
*Session beans can either be stateful or stateless. With
stateful beans, the EJB container saves
internal bean data during and in between method calls on the
client's behalf. With stateless beans,
the clients may call any available instance of an instantiated
bean for as long as the EJB container
has the ability to pool stateless beans. This enables the
number of instantiations of a bean to be
reduced, thereby reducing required resources.
Incorrect:
B:Stateful session beans maintain state both within and between
transactions. Each stateful
session bean is therefore associated with a specific client.
D:@PrePassivate(javax.ejb.PrePassivate) :
If a stateful session bean instance is idle for too long, the
container might passivate it and store its
state to a cache.
The method tagged by this annotation is called before the
container passivates the bean instance.
This annotation is only applicable to stateful session beans.
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